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Abstract 

The European Commission (COM) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) have a long-

standing and well-established cooperation based on multilateral comprehensive Verification 

Agreements. The two organisations' inspectorates coordinate the implementation of EURATOM and 

international safeguards in the territory of the European Union (EU) as well as their communication 

with operators and State authorities in the EU with regard to safeguards performance. 

In this paper, the elements of Material Balance Evaluation (MBE) as practiced by the European 

Commission are presented. The use of a facility-tailored flexible approach to evaluate the main 

material balance evaluation parameters combined and strengthened with elements of audit 

methodologies are further elaborated upon. An outline on how IT (and especially the dedicated 

EURATOM inspection software 'VARO') can help to ensure a coherent implementation, 

documentation, evaluation, effective follow-up, and data input from the operators is also included. 

The paper emphasizes the consultative element between EURATOM, the IAEA and nuclear operators 

as well as the importance of a comprehensive debriefing following independent evaluation by both 

regulators. A description of the legal framework, the core processes, and the interaction between 

EURATOM, the IAEA and operators for arriving at appropriate safeguards conclusions sets the 

context for the MBE. 

1. Introduction 

Nuclear safeguards activities are coordinated and implemented by the European Commission (COM) 

and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) by means of well-established multilateral 

Comprehensive Verification Agreements. Over time, this cooperation, which aims at improving the 

joint safeguards arrangements, has evolved and increased the efficiency and effectiveness of 

safeguards strategies. 

This paper outlines the EURATOM nuclear safeguards legal framework and describes how conformity 

assessment and internal control standards (ICS) are applied through an Integrated Management System 

(IMS). Material Balance Evaluation (MBE) has been identified as a promising field for 

complementary safeguards cooperation between EURATOM and the IAEA. 

In the European Commission's Directorate for Nuclear Safeguards, EURATOM inspectors are 

organised in groups and are allocated to specific installations. There, they gain a deep knowledge and 

understanding of the functioning of an installation and of the specific nuclear material flows because 

they observe facility operations first-hand and have regular contact with nuclear operators. These 

factors proved to be instrumental for the detailed identification of the uncertainty contributors, and led 



the EURATOM Nuclear Safeguards Directorate to consider merging MBE and audit activities to 

enhance the assessment of nuclear operators’ measurement systems quality. 

Finally, the paper discusses the processes leading to the safeguards conclusion, through stakeholder 

consultations. 

2. Legal framework 

The European Atomic Energy Community (EAEC) exists next to the European Union (EU) as 

separate legal entity: EURATOM [1]. Regardless of whether the 28 Member States have opted for 

nuclear power or not, the European Commission as main executive body has the duty to 

(1) “satisfy itself that (…) ores, source materials and special fissile materials are 

not diverted from their intended uses…” and that 

(2) “safeguarding obligations (…) under an agreement concluded with a third State 

or an international organisation are complied with.”  

The first obligation relates to the overall duty to ensure non-proliferation of nuclear materials to non-

civil use by controlling nuclear operators, while the second refers to the international obligations of the 

Community vis-à-vis third states and international organisations such as the IAEA. 

These main duties lead to the four legal dimensions of EURATOM nuclear safeguards [2]: The 

supranational dimension gives extraordinary legal powers to the Commission: The Commission sends 

inspectors to the territories of the Member States (Art 81) where it has enforcement rights vis-à-vis 

Member States (Art 82) and nuclear operators, on which it may impose sanctions under Art 83 

(supervision dimension). The classic international dimension is based on bilateral EURATOM 

agreements with third (non EU) countries, mostly suppliers of nuclear material. The cooperation 

dimension rests on multilateral agreements between EURATOM, the IAEA and Member States, i.e. 26 

non-nuclear and two nuclear weapon States. 

 

Primary and secondary EURATOM law 

While chapter 7 of the EURATOM Treaty (primary law) on safeguards is already very concrete with 

regard to rights and obligations of the European Commission, Member States and nuclear operators, 

the obligations of nuclear operators are set out in more detail in secondary law: Key is (the legally 

binding) Commission Regulation (EURATOM) No 302/2005 of 8 February 2005 on the application of 

EURATOM safeguards. 

Moreover, there is so-called "soft law" in form of two (legally non-binding) Commission 

Recommendations: The first is Commission recommendation of 15 December 2005 

(2006/40/Euratom), giving guidance to the nuclear operators on the information to be provided to the 

European Commission. The second is Commission Recommendation of 11 February 2009 

(2009/120/Euratom), providing guidance on how to implement a high quality Nuclear Material 

Accountancy and Control (NMAC) system. 

Finally, secondary law comes in the form of Particular Safeguard Provisions (PSP). These 

Commission decisions under Article 6 of the said Commission Regulation contain details of 

safeguards for individual nuclear installations. PSPs are a powerful tool for the effective MBE 

implementation under a comprehensive verification scheme, allowing for a profound assessment of the 

performance of both the NMAC and related measurement systems. 

 

 

 



International agreements 

The European Atomic Energy Community has concluded a number of bilateral international 

agreements under Art 101 EURATOM Treaty: USA (1958, replaced in 1995), Canada (1959, 

currently under revision), Australia (1982, replaced in 2012), Argentina (1997), Uzbekistan (2004), 

Japan (2006), Ukraine (2006), Kazakhstan (2008) and South Africa (2013). These agreements vary 

widely in scope, while key elements of all agreements are nuclear safeguards clauses. 

Moreover, EURATOM has concluded multilateral agreements with its non-nuclear weapon Member 

States and the IAEA in implementation of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 

(NPT), which came into force in 1978 (published as INFCIRC/193). The Safeguards Agreement (SA) 

contains the general principles of cooperation and details for nuclear safeguards arrangements. Its 

Protocol amplifies certain provisions, especially the means to avoid unnecessary duplication of 

EURATOM's safeguards activities. An Additional Protocol (AP) entered into force in 2004 

(INFCIRC/193/Add.8). It contains provisions to further enhance non-proliferation by strengthening 

effectiveness and efficiency of the IAEA’s safeguards system. 

Similar voluntary trilateral agreements and Additional Protocols exist between EURATOM, the IAEA 

and the two European nuclear weapon States United Kingdom (INFCIRC/263) and France 

(INFCIRC/290). 

In practice, EURATOM and the IAEA cooperate on the basis of a partnership approach agreed in 

1992. Such cooperation relates, for example, to the common development of instruments and 

techniques, common training, or common inspection approaches and procedures. Both organisations 

are continuously discussing further enhancement of this cooperation in their liaison committee under 

Art 25 of the AP as well as in dedicated working groups. 

3. Integrated Management System 

Euratom Safeguards has decided to implement a quality management system named Integrated 

Management System (IMS) across the scope of its activities. The IMS supplements the procedures of 

the Directorate-General and the Internal Control Standards (ICS) of the Commission. 

Based on the ISO 9001, ISO 17020, ISO 17021 and ISO 17025 standards, IMS will ensure continuous 

improvement and compliance of the directorate's internal processes with the ICS and latest 

international standards in conformity assessment. 

The Directorate defined the highest-level processes and the interactions between these processes 

across the whole organization. These processes are documented in the High Level Process Map 

(HLPM) document, and include the processes required to fulfil the legal obligations described above.  

The objective of the IMS is to build confidence amongst stakeholders that EURATOM nuclear 

safeguards will fulfil all requirements in an effective, efficient and transparent manner, while aiming at 

its continuous improvement. 

4. Material Balance Evaluation (MBE) 

The Commission's inspectorate performs flow inspections and inventory inspections in order to verify 

the correctness and completeness of the declarations that nuclear operators submit about the flows and 

stocks of nuclear materials in their installations. The final objective is to reach a nuclear safeguards 

conclusion at the end of each Material Balance Period (MBP) for each Material Balance Area (MBA) 

on the absence of indication of nuclear materials diversion. 



The verification activities performed during inspections as well as the nuclear operators’ declarations 

are subject to a number of limitations due to their nature, namely: 

1. The division of the space in MBAs. The fact of reaching positive nuclear safeguards 

conclusions for two or more MBAs taken individually does not preclude the possibility of a 

different conclusion when evaluated together. 

2. The division of time in MBPs. The fact of reaching positive nuclear safeguards conclusions 

for two or more MBPs taken individually does not preclude the possibility of a different 

conclusion when evaluated together. 

3. Measurement uncertainties. Accountancy processes to produce nuclear materials 

declarations, as well as physical verification processes, are based on measurements of 

quantities and characteristics of nuclear materials. Every measurement process implies an 

uncertainty, which in consequence is translated to the nuclear material declarations and 

verifications based on such measurements.   

The objective of performing MBE is to mitigate these weaknesses in order to enhance the level of 

assurance on the correctness, completeness and coherence of the declarations made by nuclear 

operators about the flows and inventories of nuclear materials. 

In order to achieve this objective the Material Balance Evaluation process in EURATOM safeguards 

counts the following elements: 

1. MUF (Material Unaccounted For) evaluation 

2. CUMUF (Cumulative MUF) evaluation 

3. SRD (Shipper-receiver difference) evaluation 

4. Special Inventory Change Codes evaluation. 

MUF Evaluation 

MUF is the difference between the physical inventory and the book inventory at the end of a material 

balance period for a certain material balance area [3]. MUF can be due to different causes as clerical 

mistakes, hidden inventories, non-measured losses, nuclear material diversion or legitimate 

measurement uncertainties. Of all these causes, only legitimate measurement uncertainties are 

acceptable for the nuclear safeguards inspectorates. In order to assess whether the declared MUF could 

be reasonably attributed to measurement uncertainties, and consequently accepted, the nuclear 

safeguards inspectorates use a parameter called σMUF. 

σMUF is the result of propagating the uncertainties of the measurements performed on nuclear material 

going into the MBA, out of the MBA, or that passed through different Key Measurement Points 

(KMP) inside the MBA. 

The computation method and the uncertainty values used to calculate σMUF have an important impact 

on the final assessment on the origin of the MUF. There exist two main σMUF computation approaches:  

 The top-down approach consists in the assignment of an overall uncertainty value to the 

different measurement methods applied, and then applying this uncertainty to the amounts of 

materials measured by this method for consequent uncertainty propagation. The uncertainty 

values can come from statistical analysis of paired inspector-operator results, or from the 

declarations in Basic Technical Characteristics (BTC), or the use of International Target 

Values (ITV) 
 
[4]. The results obtained using this approach can be improved by discriminating 

static inventories. 



 The bottom-up approach consists in the propagation of individual measurement 

uncertainties into a final result.  

The bottom-up approach provides more realistic and accurate results than the top-down approach for 

two main reasons: 

 The uncertainty values used in the top-down approach are over-estimated. The three options 

used (ITV, BTC declared values, or paired results statistical analysis) provide higher values 

than the uncertainties that are calculated individually. 

 The information about flows of nuclear materials inside the MBA is more complete in the 

bottom-up approach; hence the uncertainty values assignment and the uncertainty propagation 

is more accurate. 

The top-down approach, however, has a number of advantages for its use by nuclear safeguards 

inspectorates: 

1. It can be performed in full independence from nuclear operators by the nuclear inspectorate, 

2. It is largely automatised and very resource-efficient; 

3. It is a proven methodology that has been used in nuclear safeguards during decades. 

EURATOM has launched a project to use the bottom-up approach to σMUF calculation, in order to 

increase the assurance obtained about the origin of the MUF declared by nuclear operators. This 

project includes the following elements: 

 The σMUF calculation must be performed by the nuclear operators since they have the 

deepest knowledge of nuclear material flows in the MBA, and they are the only actors that 

can estimate individual measurement uncertainties. 

 The nuclear safeguards inspectorate will use the σMUF value provided by the nuclear 

operator. In order to do so, the nuclear safeguards inspectorate must obtain the following 

guarantees in advance: 

 The measurement system and measurement control system of the nuclear operator 

shall comply with the most recent international standards or shall be equivalent in 

quality to those standards [3], particularly metrological traceability of measurements 

must be ensured. Metrological traceability is a property of a measurement result 

whereby the result can be related to a reference through a documented unbroken 

chain of calibrations, each contributing to the measurement uncertainty [5]. 

These guarantees can be obtained by means of independent quality control 

measurements performed by inspectors, witnessing of measurement systems 

calibrations and certifications and audits of the measurement systems of nuclear 

operators.  

In order to get usable results of the σMUF parameter the methods for estimating and 

propagating uncertainties must provide comparable results. For uncertainty 

estimation, the Commission encourages the use of the method described in “the guide 

to the expression of measurement uncertainty” that provides universal, internally 

consistent and transferrable results. However, there is no published guidance to 

standardise the propagation methods and the different practices that nuclear operators 

use to compute σMUF  



 The σMUF calculation is performed correctly. This can be verified by auditing the 

nuclear operators’ σMUF calculation method together with validation of the declared 

σMUF value with a value calculated using a top-down approach. 

Not every nuclear operator is in the position to provide bottom-up calculated σMUF values for 

assessment of the inspectorate, and the same is valid for the calculation methods. For those operators, 

the current practice is the assessment of MUF against σMUF values calculated top-down, improved by 

the deep knowledge that EURATOM inspectors have of the nuclear materials flows of installations 

under their responsibility.  

CUMUF Evaluation 

CUMUF is the algebraic sum of the MUF values along a series of material balance periods for a given 

material balance area.  

The statistical assessment of this parameter could uncover unjustified trends in the MUF values. 

Unjustified trends could be caused by a number of factors including hidden biases in the operator 

measurement system and nuclear material diversion. The assessment criteria must be developed in 

order to find warning limits and limits for non-acceptance for the CUMUF that would trigger further 

investigations. 

SRD Evaluation  

Nuclear materials being shipped out of an MBA are typically measured in order to determine their 

amounts and characteristics. The receiver MBA will also measure the same nuclear material. 

Whenever a difference in the measured values arises, a SRD (Shipper-receiver difference) must be 

declared. 

This difference can be caused by legitimate measurement uncertainties, or it can conceal deliberate or 

unintentional nuclear material diversion. This is the reason why, in order to obtain a reasonable 

assurance about the origin of any declared SRD, the nuclear safeguards inspectorate has to assess the 

comparability of the measurement results provided by the shipper and by the receiver of the nuclear 

material. 

Metrological comparability is a property of a set of measurement results for a specified measurand, 

such that the absolute value of the difference of any pair of measured quantity values from two 

different measurement results is smaller than some chosen multiple of the standard measurement 

uncertainty of that difference [5]. 

In order to perform this assessment it is required that both operators ensure the metrological 

traceability of their measurement results, as well as the use of comparable methods for estimating the 

measurement uncertainty. 

Special inventory change codes Evaluation 

Special inventory change codes are the accountancy codes used in order to declare transfers of nuclear 

materials to waste, transfers of nuclear material to the environment, accidental gains of nuclear 

materials, accidental losses of nuclear material, and new measurements. 

These codes could be potentially used by nuclear operators to fine-tune their MUF figures. This is why 

a technical justification is requested from nuclear operators when these codes are declared. The 

assessment of such justification is performed by experienced inspectors with thorough knowledge of 

the nuclear installation in question.  



In order to implement the model for Material Balance Evaluation described above, EURATOM 

software VARO [6] (Verification of Accountancy Records of Operators), for processing verification 

and measurement results obtained through inspections, is being further developed. This innovative 

web application for NMAC assessment benefits from a centralised user support and IT management, 

and is available both on-site and at headquarters. VARO is currently used to partially verify the quality 

and consistency of data provided by nuclear operators, and to manage the workflow of physical 

verifications. 

5. Review, Consultation, and Safeguards Conclusions 

Nuclear operators are informed about preliminary results of inspection activities on-site, just after 

these have taken place. However, to reach a nuclear safeguards conclusion requires input from several 

sources, such as measurement results of nuclear material samples by accredited laboratories. The final 

result integrates results of flow and inventory verifications with the results of material balance 

evaluation, and it is communicated in writing to the nuclear operator and to the State authority. For 

installations under joint safeguards with the IAEA, an evaluation of the IAEA's safeguards results is 

added under the provisions of the Safeguards Agreement. 

For large sites with several complex installations and multiple MBAs, the Commission's Safeguards 

Directorate may organise an annual safeguards performance feedback event. Strengths and weaknesses 

of the safeguards performance per installation are discussed with operator representatives, working at 

various levels and services. The conclusions of these briefing sessions are fed into the next annual 

planning. The interactive nature of such events has effectively raised safeguards awareness. 

Results of Material Balance Evaluation performed following different approaches shall be 

complementary. The IAEA and the European Commission have the possibility and the opportunity to 

share these results in order to improve the efficiency of joint safeguards arrangements. 

6. Cooperation with the scientific community 

Beyond its close cooperation with the IAEA the Commission's Safeguards Directorate has multiple 

arrangements with the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission, a cooperation 

agreement with the US Department of Energy (DOE), long-established working arrangements with the 

European Safeguards Research & Development Association (ESARDA) as well as functional contact 

with the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management (INMM) and several other safeguards 

organisations worldwide. 

In 2013 and 2014, EURATOM's safeguards directorate has hosted two dedicated workshops on MBE 

in the context of ESARDA events. The ESARDA working groups on destructive analysis and non-

destructive analysis (NDA) have been very supportive and have identified three promising areas of 

scientific cooperation and development: 'harmonisation of metrology terminology', 'practical 

implementation guidelines for MBE practice' and 'metrological traceability of NDA'. 

The two main objectives of this cooperation are to find improvement in the way of cooperation 

between nuclear safeguards inspectorates, performing MBE according to different principles, as well 

as to harmonise the language used, and to produce guidance to nuclear operators on Material Balance 

Evaluation. 

7. Conclusions 

EURATOM has put in place a scientifically sound model of Material Balance Evaluation, based on the 

best international practices in the field and reinforced by using the latest international standards in 

conformity assessment and metrology. This model aims at complementing the inspection activities by 



enhancing the assurance obtained on completeness, correctness and coherence of nuclear materials 

declarations by nuclear operators. 

The Commission's Safeguards Directorate and the IAEA continuously promote their cooperation, 

while involving the scientific community in MBE [7] [8] and statistical methodologies [9] discussions 

through a series of workshops and technical meetings. The cooperation with reference laboratories, 

with scientific and with technical experts fosters a harmonised approach to the expression of 

uncertainty in measurement and brings MBE in line with latest international standards. 

The Safeguards Directorate and the IAEA implement similar decisional processes and are now in the 

best position to foster a complementary and harmonised MBE. 
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